
In this paper, we study mechanisms of poverty traps that can occur after
large disaster shocks. Our starting point is a stylized deterministic dynamic
model with locally increasing returns to scale possibly generating multiple
equilibria paths with finite upper equilibrium. The deterministic dynamics is
then overlayed by random dynamics where catastrophic events happen at
random points of time. The number of events follows a Poisson process,
whereas the proportional capital losses (given a catastrophic event) are beta
distributed. In a setup with fixed insurance premium per unit of insured
capital, a fraction of the capital might be insured, and this fraction may
change after each event. We seek for an optimal strategy with respect to the
insured fraction. Falling below the instable equilibrium of the deterministic
dynamics introduces the possibility of ending up in a poverty trap after the
disaster shocks. We show that the trapping probability (over an infinite time
horizon) is equal to one when the stable upper equilibrium of the
deterministic dynamics is finite. This is true regardless of the chosen amount
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of insured capital. Optimization then is done with the expected discounted
capital after the next catastrophic event as the objective. Our model may also
be useful to assess risk premia and creditworthiness of borrowers when a
sequence of shocks at uncertain times and of uncertain size occurs.
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For the numerical solution of the deterministic model presented in Sect. ,
and used further in the next sections, we do not apply here the dynamic

programming (DP) approach as presented in Grüne and Semmler [ ] and

as used in the original paper of Semmler and Ofori [ ]. Though DP method
also can find the global solution to an optimal growth model with multiple
equilibria by using a fine grid for the control as well state variables but its
numerical effort typically grows exponentially with the dimension of the
state variable. Thus, even for moderate state dimensions it may be
impossible to compute a solution with reasonable accuracy.

Instead computing the solution at each grid point as DP do we here use a
procedure that is easier to implement. We are using what is called nonlinear

model predictive control (NMPC) as proposed in Gruene and Pannek [ ]

and Gruene et al. [ ]. Instead of computing the optimal solution and value
function for all possible initial states, NMPC only computes single
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(approximate) optimal trajectories at a time. To describe the NMPC
procedure we can write the optimal decision problem as

where x(t) satisfies

By discretizing this problem in time, we obtain an approximate discrete-time
problem of the form

where the maximization is now performed over a sequence  of control
values and the sequence  that satisfies . Hereby 
is the discretization time step. For details and references where the error of

this discretization is analyzed we refer to Grüne et al. [ ].

The procedure of NMPC consists in replacing the maximization of the
infinite horizon functional (3) by the iterative maximization of finite horizon
functionals

for a truncated finite horizon  with . Hereby

the index i indicates the number of iterations. Note that neither  nor  nor

 changes when passing from ( ) to ( ). The procedure works by
moving ahead with a receding horizon.

The decision problem ( ) is solved numerically by converting it into a
static nonlinear program and solving it by efficient NLP solvers, see Gruene

and Pannek [ ]. In our simulations, we have used a modification of NMPC,

as developed by Gruene and Pannek [ ], in their routine nmpc.m,

available from www.nmpc-book.com, which uses MATLAB’s fmincon NLP

solver in order to solve the static optimization problem. Our modification

employs a discounted variant of the NMPC MATLAB version, see [ ].
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Given an initial value , an approximate solution of the system ( )–

( ) can be obtained by iteratively solving ( ) such that for i = 1, 2, 3,
that solves for the initial value initial value  the resulting optimal

control sequence by , but uses only the first control  and

iterates forward the dynamics  by employing only the
first control. Thus, the algorithm yields a trajectory ,  whose
control sequence  consists of all the first elements  of the optimal

control sequences of the finite horizon problem ( ). Under appropriate
assumptions on the problem, it can be shown that the solution 

which depends on the choice of N in ( ), converges to the optimal solution

of ( ) as , see [ ].

Figure  illustrates the working of the algorithm. The upper black line
represents the solution at the step i = 1 with the decision horizon N = 4. This
is iterated forward 6 times, thus we have i = 1 ... 6. The lower red line is the
outer envelop of the piecewise solutions using the horizon N = 4 multiple
times, in our case 6 times. The figure A1 shows the solution for 6 iterations.

While the algorithm can be used to solve for optimal trajectories of x and u,
it can also be applied for estimating time derivatives : This is achieved

by plugging the optimal decision  into the differential equation ( ).
Using this estimate, avoids tedious recalculation of trajectories throughout
the present paper.

The main requirement in these assumptions is the existence of an optimal

equilibrium for the infinite horizon problem ( )–( ). If this

equilibrium is known, it can be used as an additional constraint in ( ), in
order to improve the convergence properties. In our solution of the model in

Sect. , and further on, we did not use the terminal condition to solve the
model but moved forward with a receding horizon to find the (approximate
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optimal) trajectories. Thus, without a priory knowledge of this equilibrium
this convergence can also be ensured. Though the proofs in earlier work
were undertaken for an undiscounted NMPC procedure, however, the main
proofs carry over to the discounted case, details of which can be found in

Gruene et al. [ ].
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